1. Introduction

The successful functioning of the transportation industry predetermined the need to introduce modern vehicles into operation. Since the largest share of the transporting process belongs to transportation by rail, the construction of modern designs of railroad cars must meet special conditions. Specifically, this applies to their bearing structures.

One of the most common types of freight cars operated along tracks at industrial enterprises is the hopper cars for transporting pellets and hot agglomerate with a temperature of up to 700 °C. In addition, hopper cars are used to transport bulk materials that do not require protection against atmospheric precipitation (Fig. 1). Unloading such cars is possible on both sides of the track through unloading hatches [1].

A special feature of these freight cars is that the sheathing of side walls is not welded to the racks but is hung on the frame. The effect of operational loads on the bearing structure of a hopper car in combination with the temperature load of the cargo contributes to damaging car body elements. This results in the need for appropriate forms of maintenance and repair and leads, accordingly, to additional costs. Besides, damage to a car body bearing structure may threaten the safety of a freight car travel within a train. The peculiarities...
of cargoes transported by a hopper car also predetermine the need for more attention being paid to ensuring the safety of movement in terms of environmental aspects.

Paper [4] reports the structural-parametric optimization of a wagon for transporting cars. The evolutionary scheme of the optimization of the pivot, plate, and plate-rod elements is based on the algorithm that includes the selection of variants for a bearing system employing the criterion of the objective function value. The random changes in the parameters were accounted for, as well as the exchange of parameters between the pairs of options for a bearing system. However, the car body is composed of volumetric elements, which is why reducing them to the rod, plate, and plate-and-rod ones produces a certain error during calculation.

The issue of optimizing the bodies of open-type freight cars with a bearing floor was addressed in [3]. The author constructed an algorithm for the compatible structural and parametric optimization of the side wall and frame of a semi-wagon with a bearing floor under the axial load of 25 t/axle. However, in the cited research the action of principal estimated loads was considered to be quasi-static under normative documents. That is, the author did not determine actual dynamic loads that act on the optimized design of a freight car.

A study [6] reports patterns in the topological optimization of a car body. That involved computer simulation by using the method of finite elements. The research results confirmed the effectiveness of using the proposed methodology for freight car bodies. In this case, the calculation was conducted using an example of a passenger car body. A given procedure did not consider the bearing structure of a freight car for pellets although it is the most loaded type of a freight car in operation.

The structural-optimization concept of designing a car body from aluminum panels was described in [7]. A feature of the manufactured panels is that they are of the «sandwich» type. The characteristic function to search for the optimal combination was determined based on maximum stresses and offsets. However, the proposed freight car design is more expensive in terms of production compared with the entirely-welded one. This hinders the widespread implementation of the proposed solutions at industrial scale.

Paper [8] considers the unified concept of impact strength in order to optimize a rolling stock body. The car body was represented in the form of a rigid frame structure. The optimization problem was to minimize a car body weight taking into consideration constraints for stresses. The authors did not consider the task to reduce materials consumption in the fabrication of a car body for rolling stock.

Studies [9, 10] address the issue of introducing innovative tools in the design of structures for machine-building. The authors apply modern tools of mathematical modeling and computer simulation.

It is important to note that the implementation of such technologies for the load-bearing structures of railroad cars was not considered in the cited works.

Our analysis of literary sources allows us to conclude that the present stage of development of the railroad industry is characterized by the insufficient attention being paid to issues related to the optimization of the specialized rolling stock. This necessitates the substantiation and introduction of new technical solutions for the bearing structures of specialized rolling stock during their design, specifically, freight cars for pellets.

This study aims to substantiate the optimization of the bearing structure of a hopper car for transporting pellets and optimiz...
hot agglomerate. This would make it possible to reduce the
cost of manufacturing a hopper car while meeting the condi-
tions of strength under operating loads.

To accomplish the aim, the following tasks have been set:
– to determine strength values for a typical bearing struc-
ture of the hopper car;
– to determine the strength reserves for basic load-
bearing elements of a hopper car body and to build a spatial
model of the optimized bearing structure;
– to explore the longitudinal loading of the bearing struc-
ture of a hopper car and define its strength indicators;
– to investigate the vertical dynamics of the optimized
hopper car.

4. Determining strength indicators for a typical
bearing structure of the hopper car

Studying the possibility to optimize the bearing structure
of a hopper car involved estimation of durability. To this end,
we built its spatial model in the SolidWorks software (ver-

The chosen prototype of a freight car was the car of mo-
del 20-9749, made at DP «Ukrspetswagon» (Ukraine).

To optimize the bearing structure of a hopper car body,
the following tasks were solved, which marked the corre-
sponding stages of our study:
1) determining the estimated strength reserves for the
bearing system of a car model chosen for this study based on
the analysis of an integrated theoretical-estimation study of
its operation in terms of the perception of operational loads.
For this purpose, we built a computer model of the bearing
structure of the hopper car model 20-9749 (Fig. 2).

The basic specifications of the freight car are given
in Table 1. The next stage implied simulating the operational
working events and determining the stressed-deformed states
by a finite element method;
2) determining the permissible strength characteristics for
structural elements of the bearing system of a freight car, cho-

en as the base, which was performed according to the modern
methodology proposed and described in our earlier papers;
3) determining the optimal cross-sections of round pipes
proposed for the implementation, taking into consideration
the structural and strength constraints;
4) selecting the available types of round pipes from as-
sortment based on the specified optimal parameters;
5) designing a new structure of the hopper car from the
selected round pipes;
6) testing the new design of the freight car theoretically
and by estimation;
7) analysis of research results.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter title</th>
<th>Dimensionality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tare, t</td>
<td>23.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimal</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximal</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load capacity, t</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbody volume, m³</td>
<td>235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base, mm</td>
<td>7,780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximal width, mm</td>
<td>3,154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length based on the axles of couplings, mm</td>
<td>12,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motion speed, km/h</td>
<td>not exceeding 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimension in line with GOST 9238-2013</td>
<td>1-VM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year of production start</td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated service life, years</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We calculated the bearing structure of a hopper car for
strength based on the method of finite elements, implemen-
ted in the software environment COSMOSWorks [12–14].
The basic characteristics of the finite-element model of the
bearing structure of a hopper car are given in Table 2.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter title</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Jacobian points</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of nodes</td>
<td>126,221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of elements</td>
<td>376,670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximal size of an element, mm</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimal size of an element, mm</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimal number of elements in a circle</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio of element’s size magnification</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximal ratio of sides</td>
<td>1,298.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of elements with a ratio of sides less than three</td>
<td>7.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of elements with a ratio of sides exceeding ten</td>
<td>32.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The estimation scheme of the bearing structure of a hopper car under the most unfavorable operational mode – when it is struck at shunting – is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Estimation scheme of the bearing design of a hopper car when it is struck at shunting

It was taken into consideration that the bearing structure of a car is exposed to the vertical static load $P_{st}$, predetermined by a cargo weight. In addition, the car body structure is exposed to the spreading efforts from a bulk cargo $P_r$, whose numerical values were derived from formula (1). The vertical surface of the rear stop is operated under an impact load $P_{il}$, whose numerical value, according to normative documents, is 3.5 MN [15–17].

The active pressure of the bulk cargo spread is determined from formula [1]:

$$P_g = \gamma \cdot g \cdot H \cdot \tan^2 \left(\frac{\pi}{4} - \frac{\phi}{2}\right),$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $\gamma$ is the density of a bulk cargo, t/m$^3$; $H$ is the height of a side wall, m; $\phi$ is the angle of the natural cargo inclination, rad.; $g$ is the free fall acceleration, m/s$^2$.

We fixed the model in the regions when a car body rests on the running parts. The structure’s material is steel, grade 09G2S. The calculation results are shown in Fig. 4, 5.

The maximum equivalent stresses in the bearing structure of a hopper car are about 220 MPa; they are concentrated in the region where the girder and pivot beams interact. Maximum displacements occur at unloading bins and make up about 4.5 mm. The maximum deformations are $3.6 \times 10^{-3}$.

In addition, the calculation was carried out for other operational load diagrams. The calculation results are given in Table 3.

5. Determining the strength reserves of the basic bearing elements of a hopper car body and building a spatial model of the optimized structure

To optimize the bearing structure of a hopper car, we used one of the most promising and new methods – a strength reserve optimization.

We determined the permissible strength characteristics for the elements of the bearing structure of the designed hopper car by the following algorithm: first, we determined the permissible values for the resistance momenta of cross-section ($[W_x]$, $[W_y]$) of the implemented profile with the use of the defined strength reserves (determined as the ratio of the derived maximum operational characteristics of strength to their acceptable values). Then, by using the author-developed software and computing package, we determined the optimum characteristics for the components of the car’s elements, followed by deriving the optimum values for the pipe cross-sections, and then, based on the available assortment, we selected the types of pipes.

Thus, the objective function of optimization is to reduce the consumption of materials for the bearing structure of a car body:

$$M_{gw} \rightarrow \text{min},$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $M_{gw}$ is the gross weight of a car, t.

In the course of our research, we selected the optimum cross-sections of pipes taking into consideration the following constraints:

1) the dimension of a car, that is the optimized structure, was designed considering the existing dimensions of the prototype freight car;
2) the estimated stresses in the optimized structure must be less than the permissible ones:

\[ \sigma_{eq} < [\sigma], \quad (2) \]

where \( \sigma_{eq} \) are the equivalent stresses in the structure, MPa; 
[\( \sigma \)] are the permissible stresses, MPa.

When choosing the optimal parameters for pipes for the girder and main longitudinal beams of the frame, we took into consideration that the cantilever and middle parts of the beams should have the same wall thickness to enable the process of structure manufacturing.

The results from the above studies are listed in Table 4.

Taking into consideration the selected intersections of pipes we built a model of the improved design of a hopper car (Fig. 6–8).

To substantiate the solutions that we accepted, the following stage of our study implies determining the longitudinal loading on the bearing structure of a hopper car and defining the strength indicators.

### Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frame element</th>
<th>Mass 1 m, kg</th>
<th>Length, m</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>( \sigma_{eq} ), MPa</th>
<th>( I_x ), cm(^4)</th>
<th>( I_y ), cm(^4)</th>
<th>( W_x ), cm(^3)</th>
<th>( W_y ), cm(^3)</th>
<th>( [W_x] ), cm(^3)</th>
<th>( [W_y] ), cm(^3)</th>
<th>Pipe optimal parameters</th>
<th>Mass of 1 m of round pipe, kg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Girder beam</td>
<td>66.5</td>
<td>10.73</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>218.3</td>
<td>27696</td>
<td>808</td>
<td>1231</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>1070.4</td>
<td>87.8</td>
<td>1072.28</td>
<td>530.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transverse middle beam</td>
<td>7.53</td>
<td>1189</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>163.7</td>
<td>98.3</td>
<td>30.6</td>
<td>19.66</td>
<td>9.74</td>
<td>12.85</td>
<td>6.34</td>
<td>14.56</td>
<td>83.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper strapping</td>
<td>32.34</td>
<td>9190</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>123.5</td>
<td>1589.15</td>
<td>1589.15</td>
<td>198.6</td>
<td>198.6</td>
<td>97.83</td>
<td>97.83</td>
<td>98.39</td>
<td>159.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower strapping</td>
<td>29.27</td>
<td>8330</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>165.3</td>
<td>586.79</td>
<td>1230.39</td>
<td>73.35</td>
<td>246.1</td>
<td>48.58</td>
<td>162.98</td>
<td>175.83</td>
<td>219.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rack</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>2035</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>125.7</td>
<td>572</td>
<td>41.9</td>
<td>81.7</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>40.85</td>
<td>5.75</td>
<td>43.3</td>
<td>140.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brace</td>
<td>8.59</td>
<td>2094</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>115.6</td>
<td>175.0</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td>34.9</td>
<td>7.37</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>25.28</td>
<td>108.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipe brace</td>
<td>32.34</td>
<td>2197.4</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>114.4</td>
<td>1589.15</td>
<td>1589.15</td>
<td>198.6</td>
<td>198.6</td>
<td>90.3</td>
<td>90.3</td>
<td>90.3</td>
<td>159.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belt</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>2819</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>142.5</td>
<td>469.71</td>
<td>469.71</td>
<td>78.285</td>
<td>78.285</td>
<td>44.48</td>
<td>44.48</td>
<td>44.7</td>
<td>114.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extreme channel</td>
<td>8.59</td>
<td>3365</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>202.7</td>
<td>175.0</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td>34.9</td>
<td>7.37</td>
<td>28.15</td>
<td>5.94</td>
<td>28.29</td>
<td>114.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipe brace</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>1225</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>213.9</td>
<td>469.71</td>
<td>469.71</td>
<td>78.285</td>
<td>78.285</td>
<td>66.9</td>
<td>66.9</td>
<td>69.11</td>
<td>140.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6. The hopper car made from round pipes

Fig. 7. Bearing structure of the hopper car made from round pipes
6. Studying the longitudinal loading on the bearing structure of a hopper car and determining its strength indicators

6.1. Studying the longitudinal loading on the bearing structure of a hopper car

The mathematical model given in [18] was applied to determine the dynamic loads acting on a car body when it is struck at shunting. A given model is constructed to determine accelerations as a component of the dynamic loading, which act on a platform car hosting containers-tanks when it is struck at shunting. Therefore, the model was refined to determine the accelerations as a component of the dynamic loading operating on a freight car under the action of a longitudinal impact force.

\[
M' \cdot \ddot{x}_c + M' \cdot \dot{\varphi}_c = S_n, \tag{1}
\]

\[
I_c \cdot \ddot{\varphi}_c + M' \cdot \ddot{x} - g \cdot \varphi_c \cdot M' = F_p, \tag{2}
\]

\[
M_c \cdot z_c = C_1 + C_2 - F_{FR} \cdot (\text{sign}\Delta_1 - \text{sign}\Delta_2), \tag{3}
\]

where

\[
M_c = M_c + 2 \cdot m_u \cdot \frac{n \cdot I_{w}}{r^2}; \quad M' = M_c \cdot h;
\]

\[
F_p = l \cdot F_{BG} \cdot (\text{sign}\Delta_1 - \text{sign}\Delta_2) + l(C_1 - C_2);
\]

\[
C_1 = k_1 \cdot \Delta_1; \quad C_2 = k_2 \cdot \Delta_2;
\]

\[
\Delta_1 = z_c - l \cdot \varphi_c; \quad \Delta_3 = z_c + l \cdot \varphi_c.
\]

The initial displacement and speed are taken to equal zero. The input parameters of the model are the technical characteristics of a car body, spring suspension, as well as the value of the longitudinal impact against an auto-coupling.

During calculations, we took into consideration the parameters of the spring suspension of the model 18-100 undercarriage.

The longitudinal impact force, which acts on the vertical surface of the rear stop of the auto-coupling, was adopted to equal 3.5 MN [15–17].

The calculation results have made it possible to conclude that the accelerations, which act on the bearing structure of a freight car when it is struck at shunting, amount to 42.4 m/s² (4.3 g).

6.2. Determining the indicators of strength for the bearing structure of a hopper car

To determine the strength of the bearing structure of a hopper car made from round pipes we performed calculations based on the method of finite elements.

The basic characteristics of the finite element model are given in Table 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter title</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Jacobian points</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of nodes</td>
<td>808,646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of elements</td>
<td>2,480,364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximal size of an element, mm</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimal size of an element, mm</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimal number of elements in a circle</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio of element’s size magnification</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximal ratio of sides</td>
<td>183.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of elements with a ratio of sides less than three</td>
<td>37.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of elements with a ratio of sides exceeding ten</td>
<td>1.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The estimation scheme of the bearing structure of a hopper car is shown in Fig. 9. The designations of loads accepted in the estimation scheme are identical to those considered when calculating a typical bearing structure of a hopper car.
The results from calculating the strength of the bearing structure of a hopper car when it is struck at shunting are shown in Fig. 10.

The distribution of stresses lengthwise the girder beam of a hopper car is shown in Fig. 11.

In this case, the maximum equivalent stresses in the bearing structure of a hopper car are about 270 MPa and are concentrated in the region where the girder and pivot beams interact while not exceeding the permissible ones [15–17].

The maximum displacements in the bearing structure of a hopper car occur at unloading bins and are about 5.2 mm (Fig. 12).

The maximum deformations in the bearing structure of a hopper car are 5.7·10⁻⁵.

In addition, we calculated other operational load diagrams. The calculation results are given in Table 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strength indicator</th>
<th>I Loading mode</th>
<th>III Loading mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stress, MPa</td>
<td>impactcompression</td>
<td>pull-stretching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>270</td>
<td>234.2</td>
<td>215.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Displacements, mm</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deformations</td>
<td>5.7·10⁻⁵</td>
<td>5.9·10⁻⁵</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our calculations have made it possible to conclude that the strength of the bearing structure of a hopper car is ensured.

7. Studying the vertical dynamics of the optimized hopper car

In order to determine the vertical accelerations of the optimized bearing structure of a hopper car, we used the mathematical model given in [23]. The calculation was carried out in a flat coordinate system. The equations of motion of the estimated model take the form:

$$M_1 \frac{d^2}{dt^2} q_1 + C_{1,1} q_1 + C_{1,3} q_3 + C_{1,5} q_5 = -F_{Tb} \left( \text{sign} \left( \frac{d}{dt} \delta_1 \right) + \text{sign} \left( \frac{d}{dt} \delta_3 \right) \right),$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

$$M_2 \frac{d^2}{dt^2} q_2 + C_{2,3} q_3 + C_{2,5} q_5 + C_{2,7} q_7 = F_{Tb} \cdot I \left( \text{sign} \left( \frac{d}{dt} \delta_1 \right) + \text{sign} \left( \frac{d}{dt} \delta_3 \right) \right),$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

$$M_3 \frac{d^2}{dt^2} q_3 + C_{3,1} q_1 + C_{3,2} q_2 + C_{3,3} q_3 + C_{3,5} q_5 + B_{3,1} \frac{d}{dt} q_3 = F_{Tb} \cdot \text{sign} \left( \frac{d}{dt} \delta_1 \right) + k_\eta \left( \eta_\eta + \eta_\eta \right) + \beta_\eta \left( \frac{d}{dt} \eta_\eta + \frac{d}{dt} \eta_\eta \right),$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

$$M_4 \frac{d^2}{dt^2} q_4 + C_{4,1} q_1 + B_{4,1} \frac{d}{dt} q_1 = -k_\eta \left( \eta_\eta - \eta_\eta \right) - \beta_\eta \cdot a \left( \frac{d}{dt} \eta_\eta - \frac{d}{dt} \eta_\eta \right),$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)
where \( M_i \) is the inertial coefficients for the elements of an oscillatory system; \( C_i \) is the characteristic of elasticity for the elements within a vibratory system; \( B_i \) is the scatter function; \( a \) is the half of an undercarriage base; \( q_i \) is the generalized coordinates that correspond to the translational and angular displacements around the vertical axis, respectively, of a car body, the first and the second undercarriages, as well as a cargo; \( \eta_i \) is the rigidity of a spring suspension; \( \beta_i \) is the damping coefficient; \( F_{FR} \) is the force of absolute friction in a spring assembly.

It was taken into consideration that the estimation scheme of a car includes three solids: a car body and two undercarriages. The interaction between a car body and the undercarriages is elastic, and the mathematical model describes it using the method of finite elements [23].

In this case, equations (4) and (5) characterize the displacement of a car body at oscillations due to jumps and galloping. Equations (6) and (7) refer to the undercarriage traveling first in the forward direction, (8) and (9) – second.

The mathematical model was solved in the Mathcad software.

The initial displacement and speeds are taken to equal zero. The input parameters to the model are the technical characteristics of a car body, a spring suspension, as well as the disturbing actions.

During calculations, we took into consideration the parameters of a spring suspension of the model 18-100 undercarriage.

The calculation results are shown in Fig. 13, 14.

![Fig. 13. The character of change in the accelerations of a hopper car body in the center of masses over time](image1)

![Fig. 14. The character of change in the accelerations of a hopper car’s undercarriages over time](image2)

8. Discussion of results of optimizing the bearing structure of a hopper car for transporting pellets and hot agglomerate

To reduce the consumption of materials for the bearing structure of a hopper car that transports pellets and hot agglomerate, we performed calculations for strength. The reserves of strength have been determined and it has been proposed to use round pipes as the load-bearing elements of the structure. It is important to note that the proposed car body design is rather non-trivial given that our analysis of modern structures of freight cars has revealed that no such solutions had been adopted in their design. However, it becomes possible to reduce the freight car tare by almost 5 % compared to a prototype freight car.

The proposed solutions have been justified by our theoretical calculations for strength using the method of finite elements. It has been established that the maximum equivalent stresses are within the admissible ones and are about 270 MPa. In this case, they are concentrated in the region where the girder and pivot beams interact. In the console parts of the car body, the stresses accept the minimum value.

However, the calculation for strength did not consider a possible deviation of the auto-coupling body in the horizontal plane. This could affect the angle of applying the load to the stops of the auto-coupling, which are in the girder beam. Further studies need to account for this limitation.

The designed bearing structure of a hopper car is meant for the vertical dynamics. A known mathematical model was used for this purpose. The most common types of car body oscillations during operation were taken into consideration: bouncing and galloping. The maximum acceleration, which operates on a car body, was about 0.4 g. Consequently, the assessment of a freight car ride quality while maintaining the safety of motion is excellent.

The obtained results allow us to conclude that it is appropriate to use round pipes as the bearing elements of a hopper car body. This could be an alternative solution when constructing modern freight car structures.

It is important to note that the estimation method used in building the bearing structure of a freight car, strength reserve optimization, is much simpler compared to available ones. Our calculation of the car body strength has made it possible to draw a conclusion about its reliability.

However, further studies must involve experimental determination of the strength indicators of the optimized bearing structure of a hopper car. That may be done through a physical experiment using the similarity method.

Our research could contribute to constructing the fundamentally new modern structures of rolling stock using non-standard car body components while maintaining appropriate strength parameters.

9. Conclusions

1. We have calculated the strength of a typical bearing structure of the hopper car using the method of finite elements. The research was undertaken in the COSMOSWorks...
software environment. The most unfavorable operating modes at a freight car body loading have been taken into consideration. When constructing an estimation car body model, we have taken into account those design elements that rigidly interact with each other.

The maximum equivalent stresses in this case occur in the region where the girder and pivot beams interact and are about 220 MPa. The maximum displacements emerge at unloading bins and make up about 4.5 mm. The maximum deformations are $3.6 \times 10^{-5}$.

It has been established that the bearing elements of a freight car body have a significant margin of safety. In order to reduce the consumption of materials for the bearing structure of a hopper car, it is necessary to perform its optimization while maintaining the rational strength reserves.

2. The reserves of strength for the basic bearing elements of a hopper car body have been determined and a spatial model of the optimized bearing structure has been built. In this case, it has been proposed to use pipes with a circular cross-section as the bearing elements of the car body. That has made it possible to reduce the hopper car tare by almost 5% compared to a prototype freight car.

3. We have determined the dynamic loads that act on a car body when it is struck at shunting as the case of the largest loading on the structure during operation. It has been established that under the action of a longitudinal loading of 3.5 MN on the rear stop of an auto-coupling the accelerations that act on the bearing structure of a car body are about 4.3 g. The derived magnitude of acceleration has been taken into consideration when calculating the strength of the bearing structure of a hopper car. The maximum equivalent stresses are about 270 MPa and are concentrated in the region where the girder and pivot beams interact while not exceeding the permissible levels. The maximum displacements in the bearing structure of a hopper car occur at unloading bins and are about 5.2 mm, the maximum ones are $5.7 \times 10^{-5}$.

4. The vertical dynamics of the optimized hopper car has been investigated. The calculation was carried out in a flat coordinate system. In this case, the accelerations of the bearing structure of a hopper car were 0.4 g, the acceleration of undercarriages – about 1 g. At the same time, in accordance with the requirements of normative documents, the freight car ride quality can be described as «excellent».
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